Are your students looking for recommended books on business management? Do they want tips to help them Google like a pro? Or to master public speaking? Good news! The SFC Library can help with all of this and more in our collection of online research guides.

Our research guides organize and showcase relevant resources for particular subject areas into a single webpage. We also have guides and tutorials to help students master a variety of skills and technologies.

Check out our research guides and contact us with suggestions for new guides or resources we should highlight.
April was National Poetry Month and we celebrated with a display featuring some of our favorite poets. If you missed it, there's still time to check it out!

NEW BOOKS

Looking for a good read? Take a look at the library's selection of new books. We have even more new books on display in the library lobby!

NEW DVDS

We also have a wide selection of new DVDs available in the library. Come check them out!